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I am not saying they aren't a great organization with good intentions what I am saying is they have politics just
like everywhere else so don't blindly put your faith in them and think everything they are doing is the right thing.
If there is a useful project that could use their help, you need to get a lot of support behind the project to make it
happen - you can't just rely on the project itself to make it happen. You need to get the right people behind the
project because they are the ones who can make things happen.
Ignoring the stream for a minute, if mike Richardson and the head of tu both called the pfbc about state fund or
grant money available to fix a stream and both gave the exact same reasons why it should be fixed, mike gets
no attention, tu gets attention. And if you want something done you've got to get the tu people behind your
project and its more than just its a good project. There is money involved that exchanges hands in these
projects and while some stuff is donated, companies make money off these projects.
Do you think GLeim environmental restores streams for free or do you think they make money off these
projects?
It's similar to a land developer who buys a tract of farmland and wishes to rezone it and build a shopping mall.
They get the right attorneys, engineers, contractors, unions, etc., behind the project and that's how it gets done.
It is the same thing at tu except on a smaller and different scale but the mechanisms for getting it done are very
similar.

